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Synopsis 

Ria (Jess Impiazzi) is a young 
woman who finds herself reliving 
the same day over and over.

Each day Ria wakes up to her 
normal routine but finds a 
different person playing her 
husband ‘Jack’ by her side. Why? 
Because Ria is actually the star 
of her own reality show A DAY 

WITH RIA’. Each husband is a 
contestant, there to show the 
world what they are made of.

Ria re-lives her perfect 1950’s 
housewife day over and over 
again, until one day her routine 
becomes tiresome and Ria 
holds the current Jack (Charlie 
Clapham) to ransom.

This Jack also happens to be 
the Vice President (Dean Cain) 
of the USA’s son. These dramatic 
turns of events mean the public 
discover the true massive 
conspiracy behind Ria, her 
husband(s) and one man’s (luke 
Goss) secret vendetta against 
the Vice President.
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Director’s Vision 

Richard Colton always had 
aspirations to direct his own work 
but it wasn’t until Richard met 
Amar on the set of Retribution 
that the two realised they had 
all the key ingredients to make 
awesome and interesting movies 
and a partnership was born.

Richard is now on the countries 
list for the 100 most influential 
people at number 96.

Each year Amar and Richard 
research what films are popular 
and trending in the market place 
and last year they discovered 
there was a real hunger for Black 
Mirror esq stories.  

One of the things that was also 
prevalent  was the need for more 
sci fi or fantasy films, especially 
something female lead. This 
gave rise to the idea that was to 
become the screen play Ria.

Growing up in the 80’s meant 
Richard has always been a fan 
of science fiction, watching 
great TV shows like Star Trek 
and Quantum Leap or huge films 
like Star Wars and Back to the 
Future, so it wasn’t hard or long 
before Richard had the first draft 

of Ria and pre-production was 
started.

The key for Richard was to tell 
this exciting story with many 
twists and turns, to draw the 
audience in, in such a way that 
they start to try and work out 
what is happening and then to 
start drip feeding the answers. 

The film takes place in two 
different time periods 1950’s 
America and 2040 America. This 
meant Richard wanted to create 
two individual looks within  
the film. 

The 1950’s side is very bright and 
cheerful, giving it an almost over 
chroma look like tv shows from 
that era (Think Bewitched or I 
dream of Genie) where as in the 
future, everyone wears black and 
white and there is a distinctive 
blue cold futuristic hue in the 
lighting (like the 2009 Star  
Trek film).

Unusually for this type of film it 
doesn’t rely on vfx, even though 
there was a lot to be created  it 
was clear to Richard from the 
beginning that performances 
were the key to this story and 

a lot of work went into working 
with the actors creating those all 
important nuances that help to 
tell the untold off screen story 
essential to our Black Mirror 
story telling style.
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Director 

Richard has worked in the film 
and TV industry for the past 25
years as an editor and second 
unit director. 

He has worked on many well 
known low budget movies such 
as ‘Strippers Vs Werewolves’, 
‘The Fall of the Essex Boys’, ‘The 
Rise and Fall of a White Collar 
Hooligan’ and ‘Alien Uprising’ 
as well as TV shows such as 
‘London’s Burning’ ‘The Bill’, 
‘Casualty’, ‘Dream Team’ and 

Richard Colton

‘Trial and retribution’, Dead 
Ringer, to name a few.

Richard strongly believes in 
the principle that you don’t 
need a huge budget to make a 
watchable and enjoyable movie. 

What you do need is the right 
script, cast and crew. If you 
have these and you let everyone 
utilise their own particular talent 
working as a team, that’s when 
you get a fantastic movie.

BEST INDEPENDENT FILM 2019
DEAD RINGER
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Director of Photography

Vince Knight has worked 
internationally as a Director of 
Photography on productions 
spanning from feature films and 
commercials to fashion films and 
music videos. 

With a number of awards 
from leading cinematography 
societies including the Guild of 
Television Camera Professionals 
and the Golden Eye International 
Festival of Cameramen, Vince’s 
work has screened at over 30 
film festivals worldwide including 

Vince Knight

SCI-FI-LONDON and Raindance. 

His career has seen him work on 
projects alongside names such 
as Daisy Ridley (Star Wars), 
Walter Murch (Apocalypse 
Now), Kevin Smith (Clerks), Lewis 
Hamilton (F1 World Champion), 
Dean Cain (Superman), Vinnie 
Jones (Snatch), Winnie Harlow 
(Supermodel, ANTM), Luke Goss 
(Blade II), Stan Lee (Marvel), 
Danny Trejo (Machete).

With a background in car 

commercials and motorsports, 
Vince is the Managing Director 
of the International Motor Film 
Awards, the leading awarding 
body for the automotive film 
and television industry with a 
jury of Oscar, Emmy and BAFTA 
winning professionals. 

Vince is also a university guest 
lecturer and a member of 
the jury for the Royal Navy 
Photographic Awards for the 
Ministry of Defence.
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Cast 

Jess Impiazzi  is an actress from the stables of  the acclaimed Italia 
Conti school  and starred in the  2018 hit film Dangerous Game and 
also Retribution.  She is also due to star alongside Dean Cain again 
in The Seven. 

Finally in 2009, at the age of 20, Jess started her media career as 
a glamour model. With her trademark husky eyes and curvaceous 
body, she soon became a sensation, appearing in numerous tabloids 
and newspapers like Nuts, Zoo, Loaded, Daily Star and The Sun.

She even made her way into the popular British television series “The 
Only Way is Essex,” as one of the Sugar Hut Honeys.

She shot to mainstream fame in 2015, with her performance on the 
second series of “Ex on the Beach,” a British television series, which 
features eight single guys and girls having the time of their lives on 
a beach-- until their exes show up. In 2016, she returned to the show 
again and, appeared in the show’s 5th series.

In 2016 her appearance in the British independent film “Retribution” 
was well appreciated and in 2017 in “Dangerous Game,” the story 
of a footballer forced to commit a crime to help his debt-ridden 
friend clear his gambling dues. Directed by Richard Colton, the movie 
also features Calum Best and Darren Day. Impiazzi has been her 
mum’s carer for over a decade now and has actively campaigned 
for more awareness about visually impaired people. Her mother was 
diagnosed with Uveal Effusion Syndrome, a rare degenerative eye 
disease, which causes the victim to go blind.

Jess has appeared at both Houses of Parliament to discuss the 
discrimination faced by those who use guide dogs. 

Jess Impiazzi
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Cast

Luke started his career with his brother Matt in the band Bros and 
shot to international fame.  He started his acting career playing 
‘Danny Zuko’ in the smash hit musical Grease, on London’s West End, 
and later toured with production throughout the United Kingdom.  

He established himself as a screen actor in 2002 with performances 
in two very different features: David Goyer’s independent drama 
ZigZag, with John Leguizamo, Oliver Platt, Natasha Lyonne and 
Wesley Snipes; and Guillermo del Toro’s supernatural action feature 
Blade II, with Snipes and Ron Perlman.  

The following year, he starred in the title role of the critically 
acclaimed British gangster film Charlie, and in the title role in the 
Emmy Award-winning Hallmark mini-series Frankenstein, with 
Donald Sutherland and William Hurt.

In 2005, he travelled to India for the role of King Xerxes in the Biblical 
epic One Night With The King, opposite Omar Sharif and Peter 
O’Toole, firmly establishing him as a versatile actor. In 2008 he was 
reunited with Guillermo del Toro in Universal Hellboy II: The Golden 
Army, the sequel that opened in the number one spot at the U.S. 
box office.  The role earned Goss 2 MTV Movie Award nominations. 

He recently completed the starring role in Tekken, a sci-fi feature 
thriller based on the popular video and arcade game.  He also 
completed filming his first role for Network Television in JJ Abram’s 
‘Fringe’.  Luke has leading roles in Across The Line, Blood Out, and 
has taken over Universal’s Death Race franchise, firmly establishing 
him as a leading man.

Luke Goss
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Cast 

Dean Cain was born Dean George Tanaka in Mount Clemens, 
Michigan, to actress Sharon Thomas Cain and Roger Tanaka. His 
mother married his adoptive father, director Christopher Cain, when 
Dean was three. 

Dean Cain is best known for his role as Superman in the 90’s TV 
series The New Adventures of Superman. Since then Dean has made 
a huge career for himself in many hallmark family films and is soon 
to appear in the new Jason Mewes movie “Method in the Madness”.

Though he grew up in Malibu and attended Santa Monica High 
School, his career plans favored professional football over acting. 
While at Princeton, he completed a history major, dated Brooke 
Shields for two years, and set an NCAA record for interceptions in a 
season. After signing with the Buffalo Bills, a knee injury ended his 
pro career before it began. 

Though he had already played a part in his father’s The Stone 
Boy (1984), he went through the usual route of commercials and 
tv-parts (notably, Beverly Hills, 90210 in 1990) before landing his 
break-through role as Superman/Clark Kent in the series The New 
Adventures of Superman, with Terri Hatcher from “Desperate 
Housewives” (1993).

Dean Cain
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Cast

In 2003, she was a dancer in Nick Lachey’s music video for the 
single “Shut Up.” Robin Antin was the choreographer, and it was 
here that she asked Wyatt to join the Pussycat Dolls. Wyatt does 
the standing oversplit in most of Pussycat Dolls music video, which 
she called her trademark move.

Wyatt’s first vocal role in the Pussycat Dolls came when she recorded 
a cover of Jane Child’s hit song “Don’t Wanna Fall in Love” for the 
Deluxe Edition of their second album, Doll Domination. After Jessica 
Sutta, Wyatt was the second member to announce her departure 
from the group. She confirmed her departure in Loaded Magazine. 
She said the Dolls gave her more than she could ever have before, 
and gave her a great platform to help her in the industry. Since 
leaving, Wyatt has gone on to pursue a range of projects, including 
as a judge on the British reality show Got to Dance.

Wyatt became one of three judges on Sky 1’s dance show, Got 
to Dance, alongside Ashley Banjo and Adam Garcia, in 2010. In 
September 2010, it was announced that Got to Dance would return 
for a second season. That year, she was also featured on Aggro 
Santos’ track “Candy”. “Candy” was the lead track for the film 
StreetDance 3D. In March 2015, it was announced that Wyatt would 
take part in ITV’s Give a Pet a Home show which works alongside the 
RSPCA in Birmingham. In July 2015, she won the final of Celebrity 
MasterChef on BBC One, beating Sam Nixon, Rylan Clark and Scott 
Maslen.

In November 2015, Wyatt became a School Sport Ambassador in 
the UK for the Youth Sport Trust, promoting health and well-being 
for young women through dance.

Kymberly Wyatt
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Cast 

Leon Ockenden is an actor and director, known for Mr Selfridge 
(2013), Waterloo Road (2006) and Coronation Street (1960).

In 2007 he joined the recurring cast of the seventeenth season of 
the British series Heartbeat. In 2009 he appeared as a guest for the 
first time in the medical series Casualty. In 2010 as Detective Police 
Inspector Terry Eggleston in an episode of the Identity series. In 2012 
he played Arkhipov in the television documentary The Man Who 
Stopped WW3: Revealed / The Man Who Saved the World . In 2013 
he joined the cast of the series The Cosmonaut. In 2014 he joined the 
main cast of the series Waterloo Road. On March 28, 2016, he joined 
as a recurring character in the Coronation Street series.Leon Ockendon

At the age of 16 Charlie began his journey as a professional actor at 
the Edinburgh theatre festival. He would later move on to film and TV 
playing the character of ‘Goth Kid’ in “Kick-Ass 2” and filming nearly 
400 episodes of TV before his 26th birthday. 

Charlie Clapham is an English actor who is best known for his roles as 
Freddie Roscoe in Hollyoaks and Pete Robbins in The Bill. Clapham 
has also trained as a body piercer, occasionally working at his family’s 
studio in Leicester

Charlie Clapham
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Cast

Mark began his professional career in his late 20’s in 1991 in Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada under the mentorship of Robin Phillips, who was at 
the time, Director General of the Edmonton Citadel Theatre, who 
cast him in Peter Shaffer’s, ‘The Royal Hunt of the Sun’, playing 
Villac Umu (Chief Priest of the Inca Empire). He went on to perform 
in several more plays at the Citadel Theatre, when he accepted a 
summer contract with Bard on the Beach, a Shakespeare Festival in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, performing in ‘The Merchant of Venice’ 
and ‘Much Ado About Nothing’. 

Later that same year his film and television career began, where he 
was fortunate to work with some very good directors and actors on 
many interesting projects. 

Mark Holden

Sinitta

Sinitta is best known as a TV Personality and for her hit records 
including “So Macho”, “Toy Boy”, “Cross My Broken Heart” and 
“Right Back Where We Started From”. 

Altogether Sinitta has 14 international hit singles and 3 international 
Hit albums as Simon Cowell’s very first recording Artist. Sinitta has 
also acted in a number of West End shows and has been a mentor 
on The X Factor.
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Production Companies

From Script to Screen, time is of the essence in any business. Which 
is why we not only aim to make 2 movies a year but each movie takes 
no more than 5 months to complete from script to screen, whilst 
maintaining that all important quality we have become famous for.

 This is very unusual for a production company as most feature film 
can take years to make. So the longer it takes the longer it is for you 
to see a return.

 Also each production will usually be made under a new production 
company. Dangerous Game was made by Best Wishes productions, 
Dead Ringer was made by Team Works Films etc. A different limited 
company is responsible for each film but all produced by the same 
professional team.

 We also understand the value of a good quality cast, locations, music, 
SFX camera work and post production. In fact every area of our 
production is as professional as any Hollywood production, Just not 
at the same cost.

The Secret Film Production Company is made up of two guys from 
Essex  (Amar Adatia & Richard Colton) who are passionate about the 
film business and are fast becoming one of the UK’s most prolific 
independent film production teams, with a proven track record of 
releasing films that are profitable. 

They achieve this by utilising their business and film making skills 
to make high quality, low budget movies quickly and with massive 
audience interest. 

Together they have made three films since meeting in 2015. Recently 
releasing the first ‘Dangerous Game’ in June 2017 under the banner 
of ‘Best Wishes Productions’ which starred Calum Best and many 
football cameo’s. This means the cast of this film has a combined 
social media following of around 10 million. 

Since then they also made Dead Ringer (Team Works Films Productions) 
staring Tom Sizemore which again has many music industry cameo’s 
with a total combined social media following of over 20 million 
and The Seven (Newton Films) another film with a big cast with a  
low budget. 

Amarich Productions

The Secret Film Production Company
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Red Rock Entertainment is a 
film-finance company, based 
at the world-famous Elstree 
Studios, home to some of 
the biggest TV shows on UK 
television and the studio of 
choice for many successful  
British filmmakers. 

Working in conjunction 
with many of the UK’s top 
production companies to raise 
equity for film, TV content and 
film distribution, Red Rock 
Entertainment offers a number 
of tax-efficient opportunities  
to investors. 

It primarily works on projects 
that are at an advanced stage 
and are looking for the final 
tranche of financing. Its focus 
is on film and TV projects that 
have commercial appeal, an 
identifiable audience, controllable costs and a sound financial structure. As an executive producer, Red 
Rock Entertainment can arrange for investors to visit sets during filming, appear as extras and attend  
private screenings. It also regularly arranges seminars at Elstree Studios, at which high-profile corporate 
and financial specialists offer advice and insight into the various tax advantages of investing in the UK  
film industry.

Executive Producers

Red Rock Entertainment
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PRESS LINKS FOR THE FILM RIA

London Post Essex MagazineLondon Post

https://london-post.co.uk/film-producer-ada-chyrowska-on-making-her-latest-sci-fi-film-ria/
https://www.essexmagazine.co.uk/2019/04/ada-chyrowska-exclusive-rising-star-female-producer-on-making-a-flick-starring-luke-goss-and-future-plans/
https://london-post.co.uk/dean-cain-and-kimberley-wyatt-wow-as-the-film-scenes-for-amar-adatias-latest-film-ria/
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EQUITY

Red Rock Entertainment works in conjunction with numerous UK film 
companies to raise equity for independent film projects. It focuses on 
those films that have already been completed or are almost complete, 
but require a final tranche of funding to cover the distribution costs. 

Investing in films can offer generous returns. The benefits extend 
far beyond the sale of box-office tickets: DVD sales, licensing to TV 
broadcasters and online platforms, and merchandising revenue all 
count towards a film’s profit and can continue to generate returns for 
many years after its theatrical release. The chance to be part of the 
magic of the movie industry is another perk of many film-investment 
opportunities. In some cases, your investment entitles you to appear 
in the movie as an extra, attend film premieres and red-carpet events, 
and see your name appear in the credits at the end of the film.
 
As well as the potential for high returns, long-term earnings and 
a close encounter with show business, investing in the British film 
industry can also offer tax-relief benefits. 

Equity
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FILM SET VISITS

PRIVATE SCREENINGS   

Patience is a virtue — and never 
more so than on a film set. Pick 
your moment to approach an 
actor carefully: it’s never a good 
idea to disturb talent when 
they are shooting a scene, or 
preparing to shoot one. 

So be prepared to wait for the 
right moment to take a picture 
or ask for an autograph. You 
will probably be assigned with 
a ‘runner’ from the production 
company, whose job it will be to 
look after you and let you know 
what’s going on. 

Being an investor also gives you 
the opportunity to be cast as a 
background actor, or extra. 

This is a performer in a film or 
television show who appears in a 
non-speaking capacity, usually in the 
background to the central action —as 
an audience member, for example, or 
a passer-by in the street. 

Punctuality, reliability and the ability 
to take direction are important if 
you want to experience of thrill of 
appearing in front of the camera. 

APPEARING AS AN EXTRA 

Private film screenings form part 
of a film’s production and release 
cycle. To show off the film to its 
best advantage, special preview 
screenings are routinely held in 
low seat-count theatres offering 
high-quality projection and 
sound equipment. 

These events, which are usually 
accompanied by food and drink, 
also feature commentary from 
the film’s producers, writers 
or actors. The guest list for 
a private screening typically 
includes VIP media personalities, 
investors, and key marketing and 
distribution executives. 

Perks & Benefits of Investments
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MEMORABILIA

PHOTOS WITH THE STARS

A red-carpet premiere is the 
highpoint of a film’s release. 

Attended by its stars, alongside 
A-list celebrities, industry 
moguls and the media, they 
epitomise the Hollywood dream. 

When one of our films premieres, 
our investors are invited to 
join us on the red carpet, and 
experience the glitz and glamour 
of showbiz for themselves. 

As an investor, if available you will have access to film memorabilia, including autographs, brochures, 
props, advertising material and scripts. These are not just great keepsakes — if a film goes on to be 
successful, they can also be valuable in their own right.

RED CARPET EVENTS 

NAME IN THE CREDITS

Perks & Benefits of Investments
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